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Abstract—Drones have been widely applied to perform emer-
gent tasks in the post-disaster scenario, due to their unique
characteristics such as mobility, flexibility, and adaptivity to
altitude. However, drones have limited energy capacity, which
presents a major drawback in flight time and affects their
performance in such scenarios. Hence, trajectory optimization
has become a critical research problem for such applications of
drones. In this paper, we present an optimal trajectory design
for a single drone to ferry data from temporary Base Stations
(BSs) deployed within a disaster zone to a fixed gateway node
that is the point of origin and final destination for the drone
flight. We have used a Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based approach
that takes into account the shortest distance traveled and least
time spent by the drone during flight. We also examine the case
where some BSs have delay requirements that are unknown
to the drone in advance. Simulation results show that the
performance of our proposed GA-based approach matches that
of the benchmark exhaustive search algorithm and the difference
in computational time between the 2 algorithms increases with
the number of BSs. Accordingly, our proposed algorithm has
96.4% lower computational time complexity compared to the
benchmark exhaustive search algorithm when there are 12 BSs
in the disaster area.
Index Terms—drone, genetic algorithm, trajectory optimiza-
tion, prioritized base Stations, time-sensitive data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In post-disaster scenarios, critical communications infras-
tructure could be damaged leaving large parts of the network
cut-off, thereby affecting the operations of first responders.
Network recovery is often very slow in this case, some-
times taking days or even weeks to get the network back
to normal. Hence, there is a need for innovative deployment
techniques to provide temporary coverage before repair works
are completed. Drones are increasingly playing an important
role in post-disaster management due to their unique charac-
teristics, such as unmanned system, mobility, flexibility, and
adaptivity to altitude [1]. Drones can act as communication
relays between users and workable infrastructures, and also
can function as devices of collecting and delivering data
[2]. However, energy limitation of drones result in a major
drawback in flight time, which significantly influences perfor-
mance [3]. Drone path planning, therefore, becomes a critical
performance evaluation criterion in drone-assisted networks.
Several algorithms, such as Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) [4], ant colony [5], simulated annealing algorithm
[6], game theory [7] and Genetic Algorithm (GA), have been
designed to perform path planning tasks. GA has been applied
widely due to its good performance in locating near optimal
solutions in large space within a short computation time
[8]. GA is a random global search and optimization method
designed by imitating the evolutionary mechanism of natural
organisms, whose essence is an efficient, parallel, and global
search method [9].
The problem of trajectory optimization has been considered
under many different conditions. In [10], the authors have
implemented GA, adding an extra step of local optimization,
to find the shortest closed flyable path for Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) while escaping the coverage zones of the
radars. In [1], an adaptive evolutionary planner based on GA
was adopted to generate a path for UAV in an environment
with unknown obstacles. Scenarios considered in [11] are
similar to one presented in [1] but it has a distinctive mech-
anism for avoiding-obstacles, it adds extra corner points of
the intersected forbidden zones in the pre-optimized path. A
commonality among these studies is that they consider the path
planning problem in the environments with obstacles, where
the objective of the optimization is the minimization of the
length of the trajectory. Other restrictive factors such as energy
limitations are not taken into consideration.
There are also some researches trying to achieve the purpose
of joint optimization for the routes of drones. In [12], we have
proposed a novel trajectory design based on GA to find the
optimal path with the least energy consumption requirement.
In [13], the researchers have introduced an iterative algorithm
that applies the block coordinate descent and successive con-
vex optimization techniques to realize a joint optimization
of throughput, multi-user communication scheduling, drones’
trajectory, and power control. However, in these studies, all
BSs are assumed as peers, which means their messages to be
delivered by the drone have the same delay requirements. This
problem is what we address in this paper.
In this paper, we address the problem of path planning un-
der a scenario of drone-assisted post-disaster communication
where the network infrastructure in a given area has been
destroyed but there is a gateway node with access to the core
network. A drone then needs to visit and collect data from all
the BSs in the disaster area and ferry them back to a gateway
node. In our study, we consider two cases, in the first case,
the only factor taken into consideration is the path length. For
the second case, we introduce BS prioritization due to delay
requirements that are unknown by the drone before taking
off. Data from those prioritized BSs must be ferried back to
the core network within certain time limitations, otherwise,
the data would be lost after the time expires. The best route
obtained by GA is the shortest one that would minimize the
travel time of the drone.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides an overview of the system deployed. Section
III presents the implementation steps of GA along with the
description of the nature of operators applied and their corre-
sponding principles. A detailed description of a different set of
scenarios considered and simulation results produced for those
scenarios are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Consider a post-disaster scenario, where all communication
links between the BSs in the disaster area and the core network
are broken. One BS is assumed to have a workable access to
the core network, acting as a gateway node. All BSs, except
the gateway BS, can deliver messages only through some
external assisting devices. In such scenario, single drone can
be used to visit all BSs in the disaster area to collect data
and then transport it back to the gateway node periodically
with an objective to build a temporary communication network
and maintain necessary communication. Figure 1 provides an
example of BSs topology and ideal flight trajectory. The solid
segments represent routes that the drone has covered, and the
dashed ones indicate paths waiting to be travelled.
A. Topology of BSs
The BSs and the gateway node are generated within a square
region with each side of length 1000 meters. A Cartesian
coordinate system is drawn on this areas which divide this
area into four equal sub-areas each represented by one of the
quadrant of the Cartesian plane as shown in Figure 1. For a
clearer view and less computational complexity, the gateway
node is assumed to be located at the center of the region,
where coordinates of the Cartesian plane are (0,0). Locations
of other BSs are generated randomly.
B. Flight Model
All situations are considered in a two-dimensional map, and
thus the altitude of drone is not taken into consideration. It is
assumed that the drone moves in a straight line with a constant
speed of v. The amount of time needed for the drone to take off
and land are neglected. The time spent on travelling directly
from node (xi,yi) to node (xj ,yj) is calculated by (1).
ti,j =
√
(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2
v
(s) (1)
The factor of energy limitation is not taken into considera-
tion, it means drone has enough energy to visit all BSs without
a need of flying back to the gateway node for replenish.
Fig. 1. System implementation.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
The searching process of GA starts from a population,
which consists of several solutions presented by individuals.
The population evolves towards a better performance through
the procedure of selection, crossover and mutation. The opti-
mal solution is selected according to the fitness after a certain
number of generations. Figure 2 indicates the working logic
of GA.
A. Representation of Chromosomes
A chromosome is essentially a collection of genes whose
genotype, a kind of gene combination, determines the external
expression (phenotype) of an individual. Each BS and the
gateway node are given a number, which is regarded as a gene.
The varying arrangement of genes makes up a chromosome
or a trajectory.
Let Ck,l represent the lth gene on the kth chromosome
in the population, ∀l = 1, 2, ···, N and ∀k = 1, 2,···, M,
where N denotes the number of genes in each chromosome,
i.e., the total number of nodes, and M represents the number
of chromosomes. Therefore, the flight of the drone can be
described as travelling from the gateway node to all the BSs
and then returning to the gateway node, i.e., Ck,N through
Ck,1, Ck,2, ···, Ck,N−1 and back to Ck,N , for any trajectory
Ck. Before the start of evolution, M individuals are generated
randomly to form an initial population, {C1, C2,···, CM} based
on which the following genetic processes operates.
B. Fitness Value
The fitness value measures the degree of adaptation of an
individual to its living environment. The larger it is, the more
it adapts to the environment, and thus less likely, it gets
eliminated [10]. In this paper, fitness evaluates the performance









(xk,i+1 − xk,i)2 + (yk,i+1 − yk,i)2, i ∈ [1, N − 1]
(3)
where dk,i represents the distance between BS i and BS i+1,
whose coordinates are (xk,i,yk,i) and (xk,i+1,yk,i+1) respec-
tively, on the kth trajectory. Dk denotes the total length of
route Ck.







The basic idea of Roulette wheel selection is that the proba-
bility of each individual being selected is directly proportional
to its fitness. A Roulette wheel will be established according
to their cumulative probabilities. The larger the fitness value
is, the more likely it is, the individual with this value will be
Fig. 3. Graphic explanation of OX
selected for the next generation. This process will be repeated
for M times, until the population size reaches the original value
[14].
Whereas in the elitist selection the best individual in the
population to date (elitist) is directly copied to the next
generation and replace the worst one without crossover and
mutation. Therefore, the traits of the best individual will be
maintained [15]. The elitist selection is performed before
roulette wheel selection.
D. Crossover
In order to avoid gene repetition and achieve higher effi-
ciency, Order Crossover (OX) is chosen as the crossover op-
erator. A gene fragment on one parent is randomly chosen and
directly transferred to its offspring. Same genes on the other
parent are found out and the left ones fill up the offspring’s
vacancies in order. Figure 3 illustrates how Offspring 1 is
generated and the other one is available in the similar way.
Crossover procedure is applied with a certain probability Pc.
The parents will be replaced by the obtained offsprings only
if they have better fitness values.
E. Mutation
Two-point exchange and fragment inversion are chosen
as the mutation operators, where two genes are arbitrarily
selected to swap their positions at first, and then the sequence
of the randomly chosen gene fragment is inverted. Figure 4
details the mutation procedure. Mutation will be applied if
the randomly generated number is smaller than a probability
Pm. The mutated individual will replace the original one in
the parents pool of next generation only if its fitness value is
larger.
IV. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS
In this section, we present our simulation setup and compare
the performance of our algorithm against exhaustive search
method, which is described in the next subsection. All results
are obtained using Monte Carlo simulation.
A. Exhaustive Search
In this project, the basic idea of exhaustive search is to
find out the trajectory with the shortest length, searching
space is the set of all possible trajectories. Its advantage is
obvious, which is direct operating logic, but at the expense of
complexity as the number of BSs increases. Exhaustive search
method is used here as benchmark for our algorithm.
Fig. 4. Graphic explanation of mutation.
The following describes the exhaustive search algorithm,
assuming the total number of BSs is N.
• Use the function perms([1 2 ··· (N - 1)]) in MATLAB
to obtain all possible permutations of a total number of
(N - 1) BSs. Then a matrix T with a dimension of (N
- 1)! × (N - 1) is returned. Because the drone is always
required to take off and fly back to the gateway node,
the integer assigned to the gateway node is not taken into
consideration when the random arrangement is applied,
since it is always at the end of any qualified chromosome.
• Add an integer N, the assigned number of gateway node,
to the end of each row in matrix T to ensure that the
drone will finally return to the gateway node.
• For matrix T, each row represents a possible closed path,
starting from and ending at the gateway node. The total
length of each route is calculated, and the results are
stored in matrix X.
• Find the smallest value from all elements in matrix X,
which is the searching space.
• Return the shortest path length obtained and the compu-
tation time consumed in order for the following compa-
ration.
B. Case 1: Original Case
In this scenario, we apply GA to calculate the shortest
trajectory length for a total number of [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
BSs. When we deploy more BSs, the size of the disaster
area also increases, which are [1000 × 1000, 1100 × 1100,
1200 × 1200, 1300 × 1300, 1400 × 1400, 1500 × 1500] m2.
Their corresponding population sizes are [100 200 300 400
500 600] and generation numbers are [50 60 70 80 90 100].
Pc and Pm are set as 0.90 and 0.08 respectively, which are
kept constant for all cases. We compare the performance of
GA and exhaustive search at the same number of BSs in terms
of the shortest path length obtained and the computational time
preseneted in Figure 5 and 6 respectively.
From the experimental results, a much higher working
efficiency of GA can be observed, especially when the number
of BSs is getting larger. Figure 5 shows that our proposed
algorithm has the same performance as the exhaustive search
method in obtaining the shortest path lengths. From Figure
6, it can be seen that, for fewer BSs (7 to 10 BSs),the ex-
haustive search takes less time to find the results as compared
to time taken by our proposed algorithm. However, as the
Fig. 5. Comparison between our proposed GA and exhaustive search in terms
of the shortest path length obtained.
Fig. 6. Comparison between our proposed GA and exhaustive search in terms
of the computational time.
number of BSs increases, our algorithm requires much less
time to return the results and exhaustive search may not be
practicable anymore. When there are 12 BSs in the disaster
area, the computational time required for exhaustive search
to obtain results is approximately 30 times longer than that
for our proposed GA. Therefore, under real scenarios, GA is
more efficient and practical than exhaustive search to solve
optimization related problems.
C. Case 2: BSs with Priority
In this case, time-sensitive BSs are assumed to exist. It is
assumed that the shortest path is computed before the drone
takes off and it does not know in advance which BSs have
priority. It means, the drone will only know whether the BS is
prioritized or not after arriving within its coverage. The drone
starts following trajectory generated before until it gets to the
priority BS.
In simulation, it is assumed that a quarter of BSs, chosen
randomly, have priority denoted as {Tp1, ···, Tpc, ..., TpN4 } with
time limitations {lp1, ..., lpc, ..., lpN4 } assigned to them accord-
ingly, where lpc ∈ (tpc,N ,tmax) such that tmax = max{t1,N ,
t2,N , ···, tN−1,N} and tpc,N indicates the time needed for the
drone to fly back to the gateway TN from the pcth prioritized
BS Tpc.
Six situations are proposed based on different actions of
drone after arriving at the prioritized BSs and whether GA
would be reapplied to generate the shortest trajectory among
the unvisited BSs or not. After reaching the time-sensitive
BSs, the drone can either directly return to the gateway node
(Situation 1 & 2), or check if it can visit extra BSs within the
expiration time among unvisited ones following the order of
the pre-planned trajectory (Situation 3 & 4), or check among
all remaining BSs (Situation 5 & 6). Situations with same
action after arriving at BSs with priority differ from each other
in terms of whether GA would be used to re-plan the route or
not. Their corresponding detailed descriptions are as follows:
Algorithm: BSs with Priority
(1) Generate the shortest trajectory T using GA, taking off
from and return to the gateway node TN through BS T1,
T2, ···, TN−1.
(2) for c=1:N do
calculate tc,N for BS Tc using formula (1).
end for
(3) Randomly select 14×N BSs, {Tp1, ···, TpN4 }, to give prior-
ity, and then assign them corresponding time limitations.
(4) The drone begins to travel along trajectory T.
(5) if the drone arrives at BS in {Tp1, ···, TpN4 } then
Situation 1:
(6) it will directly fly back to the gateway node TN
(7) the drone will continue flying along the route T from
the next unvisited BS in the trajectory
Situation 2:
(6) same as Step 6 in Situation 1
(7) applying GA to re-plan the shortest path among all
unvisited BSs
(8) the drone will follow the newly generated shortest path
Situation 3:
(6) checking if the drone can visit extra BSs within the
expiration time among unvisited BSs following the
order of T
(7) the drone will continue visiting the next remained BSs
along T
Situation 4:
(6) same as Step 6 in Situation 3
(7) GA will be applied to re-generate the shortest route
(8) the drone will continue visiting the next unvisited BSs,
following the lately generated shortest path in (7)
Situation 5:
(6) the drone will check whether it can visit more BSs
within the time limitation among all unvisited BSs,
i.e., not following the order of T
(7) it will continue flying to the next unvisited BSs in the
order of T
Situation 6:
(6) same as Step 6 in Situation 5
(7) GA will be operated to re-generate the shortest
trajectory among unvisited BSs
(8) the drone will continue its task following the revised
trajectory obtained in (7)
end if
Fig. 7. Situations comparison for case 2 in terms of the total length travelled
and the total time spent on travelling.
These algorithms are simulated through MATLAB with a
total number of [8 12 16 20 24 28] BSs. The percentage of
BSs with priority is considered as constant, which is 25% in
this project. Assume the velocity of drone, v, is constant and
equal to 40m/s. If GA is applied to re-generate the shortest
path, the genetic parameters are assigned values as: population
size=[200 600 1000 1400 1800 2200], generation number=[60
100 140 180 220 260], Pc=0.90 and Pm=0.08. Figure 7 reveals
the experimental results.
From Figure 7, conclusions can be drawn about the perfor-
mance of different situations for solving the problem of time-
sensitive BSs. When the number of BSs in the disaster area
is relatively small (8 and 12 BSs in this experiment), different
situations can obtain the same results. This shows that due
to the small number of BSs, the distances among them are
too large to visit extra BSs within the expiration time. When
the number of BSs gets larger, performance differences among
the methods proposed are revealed. Situation 1 and 2 seem to
have the lowest efficiency, and the second one is even worse
because of travelling approximately 8% more distances It is
so, probably because of the extra uncertainty introduced by
the re-application of GA. When there are more BSs in the
dedicated area, the performance of Situation 4 exceeds that of
Situation 6, saving approximately 5% time spent on travelling.
That may be due to the increased distortion introduced to the
original trajectory by taking all possible unvisited BSs into
consideration, while Situation 4 maintains the initial structure
with a higher extent.
Therefore, when the BSs in the dedicated zone are rare,
Situation 1 is preferred because of its lowest computation
complexity without worsening the results. With the increase
of the number of BSs, Situation 6 has a better performance by
visiting more possible BSs on the way back while flying to the
gateway node from the BS with priority. When the scenario is
very complicated, Situation 4 performs best due to the highest
efficiency without too much distortion on the original route.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we apply GA to solve drone trajectory opti-
mization problems for post-disaster communication. We first
introduce our system design and basic assumptions, and then
present how our proposed GA is implemented. We compare
the results of our approach against the exhaustive search
method used as benchmark and results confirm the accuracy
and efficiency of proposed solution. We also show that our
algorithm can carry out path planning with the existence
of time-sensitive BSs, with different situations proposed and
discussed. In the future, we plan to consider the energy
requirement of the drone in the algorithm design.
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